Abstract: Using dynamic solid state 15 N CPMAS NMR spectroscopy (CP ) cross polarization, MAS ) magic angle spinning), the kinetics of the degenerate intermolecular double and quadruple proton and deuteron transfers in the cyclic dimer of 15 N labeled polycrystalline 3,5-diphenyl-4-bromopyrazole (DPBrP) and in the cyclic tetramer of 15 N labeled polycrystalline 3,5-diphenylpyrazole (DPP) have been studied in a wide temperature range at different deuterium fractions in the mobile proton sites. Rate constants were measured on a millisecond time scale by line shape analysis of the doubly 15 N labeled compounds, and by magnetization transfer experiments on a second timescale of the singly 15 N labeled compounds in order to minimize the effects of proton-driven 15 N spin diffusion. For DPBrP the multiple kinetic HH/HD/DD isotope effects could be directly obtained. By contrast, four rate constants k1 to k4 were obtained for DPP at different deuterium fractions. Whereas k1 corresponds to the rate constant k HHHH of the HHHH isotopolog, an appropriate kinetic reaction model was needed for the kinetic assignment of the other rate constants. Using the model described by Limbach, H. H.; Klein, O.; Lopez Del Amo, J. M.; Elguero, J. Z. Phys. Chem. 2004, 218, 17, a concerted quadruple proton-transfer mechanism as well as a stepwise consecutive single transfer mechanism could be excluded. By contrast, using the kinetic assignment k2 ≈ k3 ≈ k HHHD ≈ k HDHD and k3 ≈ k HDDD ≈ k DDDD , the results could be explained in terms of a two-step process involving a zwitterionic intermediate. In this mechanism, each reaction step involves the concerted transfer of two hydrons, giving rise to primary kinetic HH/HD/DD isotope effects, whereas the nontransferred hydrons only contribute small secondary effects, which are not resolved experimentally. By contrast, the multiple kinetic isotope effects of the double proton transfer in DPBrP and of the triple proton proton transfer in cyclic pyrazole trimers studied previously indicate concerted transfer processes. Thus, between n ) 3 and 4 a switch of the reaction mechanism takes place. This switch is rationalized in terms of hydrogen bond compression effects associated with the multiple proton transfers. The Arrhenius curves of all processes are nonlinear and indicate tunneling processes at low temperatures. In a preliminary analysis, they are modeled in terms of the Bell-Limbach tunneling model.
Introduction
The elucidation and the theoretical interpretation of the hydrogen/deuterium kinetic isotope effects (KIE) is very important for understanding the mechanisms of proton or hydrogen transfer reactions. KIE are, generally, largest for degenerate reactions, which are most conveniently followed by dynamic liquid and solid-state NMR spectroscopy. Usually, more than one proton is transferred, a circumstance which leads to the occurrence of multiple kinetic isotope effects (MKIE) . For example, MKIE have been studied for several intra-1 and intermolecular 2,3 double proton-transfer systems by NMR in the liquid and solid state. The data obtained have been used as input in testing dynamic MKIE theories. 4 Am. Chem. Soc. 1984, 106, 869. (b) Meschede, L.; Limbach, H. H. J. Phys. Chem. 1991, 95, 10267. ( 3) (a) Meier, B. H.; Graf, F.; Ernst, R. R. J. Chem. Phys. 1982, 76, 767. (b) Stöckli, A.; Meier, B. H.; Kreis, R.; Meyer, R.; Ernst, R. R. J. Chem. Phys. 1990 Phys. , 93, 1502 Heuer, A.; Haeberlen, U. J Chem. Phys. 1991, 95, 4201 . (4) (a) Skinner, J. L.; Trommsdorff, H. P. J. Chem. Phys. 1988, 89, 897. (b) Meyer, R.; Ernst, R. R. J. Chem. Phys. 1990, 93, 5518. (c) On the other hand, studies of processes in which more than two protons are transferred are rare. Horsewill et al. have reported an intramolecular quadruple proton tunneling process between the OH-groups of solid calixarene. 5 When protons are transferred from and to nitrogen, variable temperature high resolution 15 N CPMAS NMR (CP, cross polarization; MAS, magic angle spinning) is a very versatile method for following solid-state proton and deuteron transfers. 6 Using this method, Limbach et al. have found evidence of double proton transfers in diarylamidines. 7 Elguero et al. have studied a series of pyrazole derivatives in the solid state which can form a surprising variety of cyclic hydrogen bonded dimers, trimers, tetramers, and chains in which solid-state NMR has often detected multiple proton transfers. 8 Especially interesting was the series of pyrazole molecules depicted in Figure 1 reported several years ago: 9 in the crystalline state 3,5-diphenyl-4-bromopyrazole (DPBrP) forms cyclic dimers, 3,5-dimethylpyrazole (DMP) cyclic trimers, 8a and 3,5-diphenylpyrazole (DPP) cyclic tetramers which exhibit degenerate double, triple and quadruple proton transfers. Ab initio calculations performed on pyrazole clusters reproduced these findings 10 and indicated a switch from concerted double and triple proton transfers to a stepwise mechanism for the quadruple transfer process, exhibiting two consecutive concerted double proton transfers. The concerted mechanism for the dimer was recently confirmed in ab initio calculations by Rauhut et al. 11 These results motivated us to study the MKIE of these processes in more detail. Several years ago, we succeeded in measuring the full MKIE of the triple proton transfer in solid DMP 12 by dynamic variable temperature 15 N CPMAS NMR spectroscopy of the 15 N labeled compound. To our knowledge, this is the only study to date to report MKIE of a reaction in which more than two protons are transferred. The temperaturedependent kinetic HHH/HHD/HDD/DDD isotope effects could indeed be rationalized in terms of a concerted triple proton transfer that takes place at low temperatures by tunneling. Moreover, by comparison with some additional pyrazole molecules which also form cyclic trimers in the solid state, a reduction of the barrier was observed when the size of the 3(5) substituents was reduced, an effect which could be explained in terms of a hydrogen bond compression mechanism assisting the triple proton transfer at higher temperatures. 13 Recently, some of us have used methods of formal kinetics to compute multiple kinetic H/D isotope effects of degenerate protontransfer reactions exhibiting up to four moving protons. 14 In the quadruple proton-transfer case, various mechanisms were taken into account, i.e., a concerted quadruple proton transfer, a stepwise 2+2 and a stepwise single proton transfer. Tunneling effects 15 The desired deuterium fractions xD in the mobile proton sites of 1 were achieved by mixing CH3OD as deuterating agent and CH3OH in the corresponding amounts under argon atmosphere, followed by evaporation of the solvent in vacuo.
15
N CPMAS NMR Measurements. The 15 N-CPMAS NMR experiments were performed using a Bruker MSL 300 spectrometer (7 T, 300.13 MHz for 1 H and 30.41 MHz for 15 N) equipped with a Chemagnetics 6 mm pencil probe. Spinning speeds were so high (5-9 kHz) that rotational sidebands could mostly be avoided. Because of sample heating in the case of the high-speed probe, a small quantity of 15 N labeled tetramethyltetraaza- [14] annulene (TTAA) was added to rotors in a separate capsule in order to obtain the sample temperatures from the temperature-dependent 15 N chemical shifts of TTAA.
19 All chemical shifts are related to external solid 15 NH4Cl and given with an error of (0.3 ppm. Standard CPMAS spectra were measured using the usual CP pulse sequence 20 and the line-shape analyses done as described previously. 12 The magnetization transfer experiments in the laboratory frame between the amino nitrogen magnetization S and the imino nitrogen magnetization X were performed using a sequence described previously. 16f In these experiments, S and X are created by cross polarization and stored by 90°pulses parallel to the magnetic field Bo. The time dependence during this period is monitored after application of a second 90°pulse. The dependence is given by 16f where F ) 1/T1 represents the longitudinal relaxation rate, σ the rate of spin diffusion between S and X, and k the rate constant of the degenerate exchange between the two sites. Two experiments are performed by setting a time interval t1 between the spin lock pulses and the 90°pulse either to 0 or to 1/2(νS -νX), where νS and νX represent the chemical shifts in Hz of the exchanging sites. In the "parallel" experiment (i) So and Xo have the same sign and are almost equal. Therefore, S -X ) 0 and S and X each decay with the longitudinal relaxation rate F. In the "antiparallel" experiment (ii) So and Xo are antiparallel, i.e., So ≈ -Xo, and each magnetization decays with F + σ + 2k in time. As F is already known from experiment (i), the sum σ + 2k is obtained in experiment (ii). Various stratagems have been proposed in order to obtain σ and k separately. Here, we exploit the circumstance that σ is strongly dependent on the distance between the 15 N nuclei, in contrast to k. Thus, σ could be minimized by performing the magnetization transfer experiments on singly 15 N labeled DPBrP and 15 N labeled DPP instead of using the doubly labeled material. Figure 2 . As reported previously, 9 at low temperatures two signals are observed at 163.4 and 247.6 ppm for the amino-(-NH-, -ND-) and imino-(-Nd) nitrogen atom sites. As the cross polarization and rotation frame relaxation of nuclei depend on the chemical environment, especially on the distance to the next proton, 12 one expects signal intensity distortions in the resulting spectra. However, as described previously, the cross polarization times t CP used in the experiments can be adjusted in the case of polycrystalline 15 N labeled pyrazoles in such a way that the signals of the amino and imino nitrogen atoms sites exhibit almost equal intensities. Small differences are also averaged out by magnetization transfer arising from the tautomerism. The four sharp lines stem from the 15 N chemical shift thermometer TTAA added to the rotor, as mentioned in the Experimental Section, where the line positions indicate the sample temperature.
Results

N CPMAS NMR Line
As temperature is increased, the lines broaden and coalesce, where the coalescence temperature is around room temperature for x D ) 0. At 308 K only one fairly sharp line is observed at x D ) 0. The observation that the coalesced line appears in the center of the two low-temperature signals indicates that all nitrogen atoms have an equal proton density of 0.5, i.e., that the equilibrium constant of the double proton transfer K ) 1 is within the margin of error. The rate constants k HH were determined by adapting the line shapes calculated in terms of the usual two-site reaction system to the experimental data, as indicated by the solid lines in Figure 2 .
When the deuterium fraction x D is increased, the coalescence temperature is increased, as depicted in Figure 2 . Two new isotopologs can be distinguished, the HD and the DD isotopologs. The total 15 N NMR line shape can then be decomposed into a sum of three independent two-site reaction systems, depending on the rate constants k HH , k HD , and k DD . As shown in the case of DMP, 12 by carefully adjusting the cross polarization times t cp , it is possible to achieve a situation where line intensity distortions arising from cross polarization are minimized in such a way that the contributions of the 15 N-H‚‚‚ 15 N and the 15 N-D‚‚‚ 15 N hydrogen bonds of the HD species to the total line shapes are the same. 15 N CPMAS NMR spectra measured under these conditions at deuterium fractions x D > 0 are included in Figure 2 . The line shape calculations were performed assuming that all rate constants k LL are independent of x D . Thus, as k HH was known from the measurements at x D ) 0, we only needed to vary the rate constants k HD , k DD . The mole fractions x LL were calculated from the value of x D according to eq 2. This value was obtained for each sample by line shape analysis of those spectra at a given temperature that provided the best resolution of the signal components of the different isotopic species. The agreement between calculated and experimental line shapes is satisfactory. Thus, we conclude that our assumption of deuterium fraction-independent rate constants is valid. The rate constants obtained by this line shape analysis are assembled in Table 1 .
Since at low temperatures the reaction rates are too small to be determined accurately enough by line shape analysis, onedimensional 15 N CPMAS magnetization transfers were per- formed at low temperatures. To suppress the 15 N spin diffusion term σ in eq 1, we performed the following 15 N NMR experiments on singly (95%) 15 N labeled DPBrP, as previously done in the case of DMP. 12 Neglecting the spin diffusion term in eq 1, the latter can then be rewritten as where LL refers to the numbering of the isotopologs. The coefficients C LL and D LL are equal to the mole fractions x LL in the absence of signal intensity distortions. However, as these coefficients could be directly obtained by nonlinear least-squares fitting there was no need for an adjustment of the cross polarization times t CP as in the line shape experiments. Figure 3 shows the results of a typical experiment carried out at 30.41 MHz, 230 K and spinning speeds of about 5 to 7 kHz on singly 15 N labeled DPBrP. In experiment (i), not shown in Figure 3 , no variation of the magnetizations within the time period covered is observed, indicating that longitudinal relaxation can be neglected. In experiment (ii), performed on the same sample under otherwise similar conditions, the two magnetizations cancel each other in the same time period because of the double proton transfer as depicted in Figure 3 . A monoexponential decay of the difference between the two line intensities is observed, from which k HH is obtained. Figure 4 depicts the results of experiment (ii) performed at 217 K on a singly 15 N labeled DPBrP sample with x D ) 0.87, corresponding to statistical fractions of 0.02, 0.23, and 0.76 for the HH, HD, and DD dimers. Therefore, we assume that the HH species does not contribute to the magnetization in any significant way and can be neglected. As a consequence, a biexponential decay is observed, where the fast decay is governed by 2k HD and the slow decay by 2k DD . Again, we note that within the margin of error the values of k HD and k DD do not depend on the deuterium fraction, which supports the assumption that the rate constant of double hydron transfer in a given dimer is independent of the deuterium fraction in the surrounding dimers.
15 N CPMAS NMR Line Shape Analysis and Magnetization Transfer Experiments Performed on Solid DPP. In the case of DPP, we have to take into account the isotopologs HHHH, HHHD, HHDD, HDHD, HDDD, and DDDD. In the case of a statistical isotopic distribution, the mole fractions of the various isotopologs are given by Unfortunately, because of the complexity of this system, we were not able to prepare magnetizations or line shapes of the individual isotopologs and to directly determine the isotopic rate constants k HHHH , k HHHD , k HDHD , k HHDD , k HDDD , k DDDD . Therefore, The difference between the two magnetizations decays with twice the value of the rate constant k HH ) 60 s -1 , determined by nonlinear least-squares fitting using eq 3.
we label the rate constants measured at different deuterium fractions k 1 , k 2 , ..., etc; they are shown in Table 2 . Kinetic assignment, using a kinetic model presented previously, 14 will be left to the discussion.
In the left upper corner of Figure 5 some typical 15 N CPMAS NMR spectra of DPP are depicted as a function of temperature at a deuterium fraction of x D ) 0. As reported above, in ref 9 at low-temperature two signals are observed at 163 and 236.1 ppm for the amino-(-NH-, -ND-) and imino-(-Nd) nitrogen atom sites. The temperature dependence of the line shapes is similar to that of DPBrP, with a single centered line at high temperature, indicating a fast degenerate quadruple proton transfer, involving within the margin of error an equilibrium constant of 1. NMR cannot tell us how many protons are transferred; the number of four protons follows from the crystallographic structure. We label the rate constants obtained by line shape analysis k 1 . As x D ) 0, this rate constant is characteristic for the HHHH isotopolog, i.e., k 1 ) k HHHH .
15 N CPMAS NMR spectra of a deuterated sample with a deuterium fraction of x D ≈ 0.95 are depicted in the upper right corner of Figure 5 . In the slow exchange regime, amino and imino nitrogens exhibit intensities similar to the cross polariza- tion times t CP ; for this condition to hold they had to be welladjusted. The general line shape changes are the same as at x D ) 0, but the coalesence temperature has risen from 290 to 330 K. At each temperature, the line shape analysis could be performed assuming a single two-site system characterized by a single rate constant, which we label k 4 . Further experiments around x D ≈ 0.9 did not indicate any line shape changes. This surprised us, as we expected substantial amounts of HDDD, which could have exhibited a different rate constant and hence a different line shape than the majority DDDD isotopolog.
In the next step, we measured a sample exhibiting a deuterium fraction of x D ≈ 0.1 (Figure 5, bottom) . We used the cross polarization times t CP similar to the partially deuterated samples of DPBrP in order to minimize deviations between signal intensities and mole fractions of the isotopologs. Now, to simulate the spectra, we needed to assume the presence of two superimposed two-site systems characterized by different rate constants. The rate constants of the first system coincided with k 1 within the margin of error and was assigned to the HHHH isotopolog for which we expect a mole fraction of about 0.66 according to eq 4. Therefore, we did not freely vary the k 1 values but used those extrapolated from the sample with x D ) 0. The second rate constant k 2 was tentatively assigned to the HHHD isotopolog exhibiting a mole fraction of about 0.29. The relative intensities of the two two-site reaction systems were taken as 0.7 and 0.3 in the temperature range covered.
To obtain rate constants at lower temperatures, we performed magnetization transfer experiments at x D ) 0, 0.13, and around 0.7 on singly 15 N-labeled polycrystalline DPP. Some results obtained at 194 K are depicted in Figures 6-8 . We made sure that longitudinal relaxation did not influence the magnetizations within the time window of interest. Again, as in the case of DPBrP, the times t CP were not adjusted to match magnetizations and mole fractions of the different isotopologs.
At x D ) 0 we obtained exponential decays, from which the rate constant k 1 ) k HHHH could be extracted, as depicted in Figure 6 . At x D ) 0.13, we observed a biexponential decay with amplitudes of 0.75 and 0.25, from which again two rate constants could be obtained (Figure 7) . The first rate constant, k 1 ) 2 s -1 , coincided with the one obtained at x D ) 0 and was again assigned to the HHHH isotopolog. The second rate constant, k 2 ) 0.3 s -1 was tentatively assigned to the HHHD isotopolog.
At x D ) 0.7 (Figure 8 ) we had expected a multiexponential decay, but in fact observed a clear a biexponential decay, characterized by two rate constants, k 3 ) 0.3 s -1 and k 4 ) 0.02 s -1 . Our first supposition was that k 3 came from HDDD and k 4 from DDDD, but we were puzzled to observe that, within the margin of error, k 3 was equal to k 2 , which made this assignment unlikely. We were able to resolve this problem only at a later stage of this study, after a thorough kinetic modeling of the quadruple proton transfer as described in the discussion.
Discussion
Using solid state 15 N NMR under CPMAS conditions, in particular line shape analysis and magnetization transfer experiments, we have followed the degenerate double and quadruple hydron transfer (Figure 1 ) in the cyclic dimers of polycrystalline singly and doubly 15 N labeled 3,5-diphenyl-4-bromopyrazole (DPBrP) and the cyclic tetramers of the corresponding 3,5-diphenylpyrazole (DPP) isotopologs. The multiple kinetic HH/ HD/DD isotope effects of the double proton transfer could be obtained for DPBrP. For the quadruple proton transfer in DPP four rate constants k 1 to k 4 could be obtained, where k 1 corresponds to the rate constant k HHHH of the HHHH isotopolog; k 2 could be tentatively assigned to k HHHD , whereas the assignment of k 3 and k 4 to isotopologs had to be left open. The kinetic data obtained are plotted in the Arrhenius diagrams of Figures  9-11 as a function of the inverse temperature. We have included for comparison the Arrhenius diagram of the triple hydron transfer in solid DMP reported previously. 12 These diagrams, especially the calculated Arrhenius curves will be described and discussed below.
For a preliminary discussion we assemble in Table 3 the main kinetic parameters extrapolated for 300 K. In the case of the double proton transfer in DPBrP, we obtain at around 300 K two large single kinetic H/D isotope effects of P 1 ) k HH /k HD ) 5, and P 2 ) k HD /k DD ) 5, i.e., an overall isotope effect of P 1 P 2 ) k HH /k DD ) 25, indicating that the "rule of the geometric mean" (RGM) is fulfilled. This leads to equally spaced Arrhenius curves of the isotopic reactions at high temperature, as illustrated in Figure 9 . As has been discussed previously, this finding indicates a single-barrier mechanism, where both protons are in flight in the transition state. 2, 12, 14 Deviations from this rule arise from tunneling at low temperatures. As indicated in Table  3 , this rule is also fulfilled at high temperatures for the triple proton transfer in DMP, where the Arrhenius diagram also exhibits equally spaced Arrhenius curves ( Figure 10 ). This finding has also been discussed in terms of a single-barrier triple proton-transfer process. 12 Here, the primary kinetic single H/D isotope effects are a little bit smaller than in the case of the double proton transfer; however, the overall isotope effect has increased from 25 at 298 K for the HH transfer to 47 for the HHH transfer. If the HHHH transfer in DPP also involved a single-barrier, then we would expect a further increase in the overall isotope effect, although the single isotope effects could decrease. However, the overall isotope effect k 1 /k 4 was only 12 at 298 K, whereas the first effect k 1 /k 2 was already 3 (Table 3) . These results indicate a change of the reaction mechanism in DPP. However, before we could elucidate the details of the changes, the rate constants k 1 to k 4 had to be kinetically assigned in terms of an appropriate kinetic model described in the following.
Multiple Kinetic Isotope Effects and Mechanisms of Degenerate Quadruple Proton Transfers. Whereas degenerate single proton transfers in the gas phase in systems of the malonaldehyde 21 or tropolone 22 type or double proton transfers in formic acid dimers 23 in the gas phase are generally coherent tunneling processes described by a tunnel frequency, they become incoherent in condensed matter, where they can be described in terms of rate constants if the barriers of proton transfers are large. 24 An appropriate chemical reaction model for degenerate quadruple proton transfers has been developed recently 14 by extending models for double 1,2 and triple 12 proton transfers in organic compounds. Inspired by our previous ab initio study, 10 we considered three limiting cases, i.e., a single barrier (Figure 12a ), a double barrier (Figure 12b ) and a quadruple-barrier reaction path ( Figure 12c ). As each proton can be in two positions of the hydrogen bond, 0 and 1, we label (21) Figure 4 , and assigned in the discussion. The rate constant of the formation of the dissociation step is labeled k d , and of the following neutralization step k n . The quadruple-barrier process consists of consecutive single protontransfer steps, corresponding to dissociation (k d ), two propagation steps (k f and k b ), and a neutralization step (k n ). In the propagation steps one of the four protons is transferred and coupled to either a positive or to a negative charge transfer (cation or anion propagation), indicated by + or -signs. Two possible intermediates, 0101 and 1010 are double zwitterions involving very high energies, and are not considered as important.
In the following, we summarize the main results of our previous theoretical study. Secondary kinetic isotope effects were neglected in this study. In the case of the single-barrier mechanism, 14 all four hydrons are in flight in the transition state. Subsequent replacement of the H by D involves a primary kinetic isotope effect P i , where i ) 1 to 4:
For the two-barrier case, the following equations were derived 14 where P d1 and P d2 represent the first and second primary kinetic isotope effects of the double proton transfer in the dissociation steps and φ d the single H/D fractionation factor of 
the dissociation, corresponding to the equilibrium constant of the formal reaction
In the quadruple-barrier case we need to distinguish whether dissociation/neutralization or propagation are the rate-limiting steps. For the first case we obtained and for the second Here, R constitutes a "commitment", corresponding to the ratio of the forward reaction rate constants of the anion and the cation propagation, i.e.
where i-and i+ are not mathematical symbols but superscripts indicating the transfer of hydron i coupled to the transfer of a negative or positive charge. K 1 represents the equilibrium constant of the dissociation step.
To visualize the above results, we assume a simple Arrhenius law for the HHHH reaction with arbitrary parameters the same preexponential factor for all isotopic reactions, and the same simple temperature dependence for all primary kinetic isotope effects This gives us the Arrhenius curve patterns of Figure 13 . Equations 25 and 36 are valid only in a very limited temperature range, where deviations from Arrhenius laws arising from tunneling are not yet observable because of tunneling. The effects of tunneling will be included later.
In the case of the single-barrier process, we obtain five equally spaced Arrhenius curves for the different isotopic reactions, with an overall kinetic isotope effect of k HHHH /k DDDD ≈ P 4 . Generally, the transfer of n hydrons gives rise to an overall kinetic isotope effect of about P n . 14 In the double-barrier case ( Figure 13 , parts b and c), we observe three groups of Arrhenius curves, i.e., the HHHH curve, the group of the HHHD and the HDHD curves, and the group of the HHDD, HDDD, and DDDD curves. Within each group the differences are small. They are further attenuated by introducing isotope fractionation between the reactants and the intermediates, i.e.
Fractionation takes into account the fact that the zero-point energies of each proton in the intermediate are reduced due to low-frequency shifts of the proton vibrations; as a result, the differences between the rate constants of the isotopic reactions within each group are further attenuated accordingly ( Figure  13c ). The overall kinetic isotope effect, given by k HHHH /k DDDD ) P d 2 , is typical for a concerted double proton-transfer reaction. It is interesting to note that replacement of the first H by D already leads to a substantial isotope effect of k HHHH /k HHHD ) 2P d .
For the four-barrier case (Figure 13d ) with dissociation as rate-limiting step, an overall kinetic isotope effect of k HHHH / k DDDD ) P d is expected, typical for a single H transfer. Surprisingly, only replacement of the last H by D is affected by P d . In the case of the propagation as rate-limiting step, an overall isotope effect of k HHHH /k DDDD ) P f φ d is expected. The isotopic rate constants lie between k HHHH and k DDDD . In Figure  13e , it is assumed that both cation and anion propagation exhibit the same rate constants, and in Figure 13f , it is assumed that anion propagation does not contribute fundamentally to the rate constants. This effect leads to a reduction of k HDHD .
So far, we have not yet considered a specific tunneling model for each reaction step characterized by a single barrier. Our treatment, is, therefore, general and can be combined with any quantum-mechanical description referring to single-barrier processes, such as the instanton model of Smedarchina et al., 25 which treated the stepwise double proton transfer in porphyrins in this way. 
Kinetic Assignment of the Isotopic Rate Constants of the Quadruple Proton Transfer in DPP.
A comparison between the different Arrhenius curve patterns of Figure 13 and the experimental one for DPP (Figure 11) indicates that neither the single-barrier case, i.e., a concerted quadruple proton transfer, nor the quadruple-barrier cases involving single proton-transfer steps are operative in DPP. By contrast, a good agreement is obtained for the two-barrier case (Figure 13, parts b and c) .
To assign the experimental rate constants k 1 to k 4 to those of the two-barrier case given by eqs 6-11, Figure 14 compares the statistical mole fractions of the various isotopic species with those of the isotopic ensembles {HHHH}, {HHHD,HDHD} and {HHDD,HDDD,DDDD}, where each ensemble is in a good approximation characterized by a single rate constant. Suddenly, we understand all the puzzling DPP results described above. The observation that the line shapes, i.e., the observed rate constants, do not vary between the deuterium fraction of 0.9 and 1 arises from the similarity of the rate constants of the HHDD, HDDD, DDDD reactions, which we can then assign to k 4 . Moreover, as the HHHD and the HDHD species exhibit the same rate constant, it is not surprising to find an equivalence between k 2 measured at x D ) 0.13, arising from the HHHD species and to some extent from the HDHD species, and k 3 measured at x D ) 0.7, dominated by the HDHD species. Thus, we assign k 2 ≈ k 3 to the ensemble {HHHD,HDHD}. The differences in the isotopic rate constant within each ensemble are so small that it cannot be resolved experimentally. This may be a sign of strong isotropic fractionation in the intermediate.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that to assign the experimental rate constants k 1 to k 4 the reaction network model of the previous section was a prerequisite. Without this model, we cannot exclude the stepwise mechanisms of Figure 12c .
One-Dimensional Energy Profiles and Tunneling. Let us summarize what we know at present about the reaction mechanisms of the three proton transfer systems. The onedimensional reaction energy profiles of the single-barrier double proton transfer in DBrP and the triple proton transfer in DMP are schematically depicted in Figure 15 . In the first case, the zero-point energies (ZPE) of two HH are reduced in the transition state, whereas in the second case the ZPE of three protons are reduced. At high temperatures, the reaction proceeds over the barrier, and at low temperatures by tunneling through the barrier.
By contrast, the reaction profile of the quadruple protontransfer includes an intermediate of higher energy, which is reached by the transfer of two protons, as depicted in Figure  16 . The most probable structure of the intermediate is the zwitterionic structure shown, which is reached by transfer of two protons in adjacent hydrogen bonds. As indicated in Figure  12b , a double zwitterionic structure is also conceivable; for this, however, one would expect a much higher energy, as suggested by our previous ab initio calculations. 10 However, we cannot distinguish the two intermediates by our kinetic measurements. The two protons in flight contribute mainly to the loss of ZPE in the transition state. The other two protons may also contribute, which would lead to secondary isotope effects, which were, however, neglected in our reaction model. The ZPE of the protons in the intermediate may be different from those of the reactant states taken into account, which leads to isotopic fractionation between the reactant and the intermediate state.
After having established the reaction mechanisms of three processes, we come to the problem of the temperature dependence of the isotopic rate constants. We have calculated the Arrhenius curves of Figures 9-11 using a modified Bell model of tunneling, as proposed previously. 12, 14 As this model is often mistaken for the original Bell model, 15 we call it the BellLimbach model. The main parameters of this model are as follows:
(i) E m ) E r + E i represents a minimum energy for tunneling to occur, and is assumed to be isotope-independent. E r represents a contribution arising from heavy atom reorganization preceding the hydron tunneling process at T ) 0. E i represents the energy of a possible intermediate and is zero in the single-barrier case.
(ii) E d is the barrier height for the proton transfer; it does not include E m which must be added to obtain the total barrier height.
(iii) ∆ represents the increase in the barrier height by replacing a single H with D, independent of how many H are already replaced with D. This assumption is responsible for the validity of the RGM at high temperatures.
(iv) 2a is the barrier width of the H transfer in Å at energy E m .
(v) A single frequency factor A in s -1 is used for all isotopic reactions, i.e., a possible mass dependence is neglected within the margin of error.
(vi) The hydron tunneling masses are increased by 1 for each H transferred, and by 2 for each D. In addition, heavy atom tunneling is taken into account by adding an additional mass ∆m for each isotopic reaction. Generally, this term arises from an interconversion of double and single heavy atom bonds.
We are aware that this model is not perfect. It is only a preliminary approach to interpreting experimental Arrhenius curves until a fully quantum-mechanical description is avail- able that will provide better quantitative support for the qualitative interpretation of the Bell-Limbach model. Note that in the case of the proton exchange between acetic acid and methanol, the kinetic data were published in 1984, 2a and a quantum-mechanical model using an instanton approach was published by Smedarchina et al. only in 2001. 26 Table 4 lists the parameters of the Arrhenius curves of the three reactions. First, we note that the fit of the experimental data is satisfactory. The sum of the barrier height E d + E m is fairly constant in all three compounds. E m is of the order of 6 to 9 kJ mol -1 in the case of DBrP and DMP. As shown previously, 8i there seem to be small reorientations of the pyrazoles during the proton transfer, which can be associated with E m . In the case of DPP, this value is significantly higher; the difference of about 11 kJ mol -1 may arise from the energy difference between the reactant and the intermediate state. The barrier width is of the order expected given by the H-bond geometries. From the geometric data included in Table 4 a crystallographic jump distance of about 0.8 Å is expected. However, this distance refers to the two equilibrium positions of the proton in each hydrogen bond. For a zero-point stretching vibration one has to deduct twice a value of about 0.1 Å, leading to a value of about 0.6 Å, which is pretty close to the barrier widths obtained from the Arrhenius curves of DPBrP and DMP. The barrier width of DPP is further reduced because of the smaller value of E d and the larger value of E m as illustrated in Figures 15 and 16 . The frequency factors are those expected for an intramolecular reaction. We note that the larger kinetic isotope effects of the double proton transfer in DPBrP as compared to the two other reactions is taken into account by a larger value of ∆ . Finally, the heavy atom tunneling mass contribution ∆m increases with the number of pyrazole molecules involved in the reaction. This finding is reasonable, as the number double bonds which are interconverted into single bonds and Vice Versa is increased.
Switch of the Reaction Mechanism from Single to Multiple Proton Transfer. In this section, we would like to discuss the observed switch of the reaction mechanism between the triple and the quadruple proton transfer. We start with a geometric hydrogen bond correlation between the two distances A‚‚‚‚H and H‚‚‚‚B of a hydrogen bond AHB obtained by crystallography, 27 NMR and quantum-mechanical calculations. 28 This correlation is equivalent to a correlation between the A‚‚‚B distance and the deviation of the proton from the H-bond center. The shortest possible A‚‚‚B distance is obtained for a symmetrical bond where H is located in the center, as visualized schematically in Figure 17a . 28 Thus, when H moves toward the center, the hydrogen bond contracts, which reduces the barrier for the H-transfer. If the energy needed for the compression is not too high, the transition state will coincide with the geometry of the symmetric hydrogen bond. Otherwise, the transition-state geometry exhibits a shorter A‚‚‚B distance than in the reactant state, but a longer distance as compared to the symmetric hydrogen bond. Tunneling can take place in any configuration. Under certain conditions discussed previously, the twodimensional problem will reduce to a one-dimensional one treated in the 12, 13 If two hydrogen bonds interact, then one can distinguish the cases of cooperative (Figure 17b ) and of non-or anticooperative hydrogen bonds (Figure 17c ). In the first case, the contraction of one hydrogen bond will lead to a contraction of the second bond. Thus, if one H is shifted toward the H-bond center and its H-bond contracts, then the second H-bond will also contract, shifting the second proton, too, to the hydrogen bond center. In other words, we obtain a concerted double proton-transfer mechanism, involving a single barrier. On the other hand, if the contraction of the first H-bond does not lead to a contraction of the second bond, or if it even leads to a widening of the latter, a stepwise proton-transfer results, involving a metastable intermediate (Figure 17c ). This situation has been observed in the case of intramolecular double proton transfers, such as the tautomerism of porphyrins, 1a azophenine, 1e and oxalamidines. 1g a Parameters of the modified Bell tunneling model used to calculate the Arrhenius curves in Figures 9 to 11 . Barrier height Ed and minimum energy for tunneling Em in kJ mol -1 , ∆ additional barrier energy for replacing one H by D in kJ mol -1 , barrier width 2a in Å, frequency factor A in s -1 . The hydron tunneling masses are 1 for each H transferred, 2 for each D. In addition, heavy atom tunneling was taken into account by adding an additional mass ∆m for each isotopic reaction. For comparison, some hydrogen bond distances are also listed. As illustrated in Figure 17d , the three hydrogen bonds of DMP are cooperative, leading to a concerted triple protontransfer involving a single barrier. A comparison of the corresponding kinetics of other cyclic trimers with more or less bulky substituents in 3,5-position were compatible with this mechanism; it was found that steric hindrance increased the barrier of the triple proton transfer. 13 If one increases the size of the hydrogen bonded system to an infinite chain, then it is clear that only a few hydrogen bonds can exhibit a cooperative coupling, as the strength of this coupling decreases with increasing distance. In such a chain, it will be impossible to compress all hydrogen bonds at the same time. This means that when some hydrogen bonds are compressed, others have to widen. At this point, we note a result reported by Eigen et al. 29 and Goodall et al. 29b that the rate-limiting step in the neutralization of H 3 O + and OH -in water corresponds to a double proton transfer. In other words, one expects even for an ideal hydrogen bonded chain a switch from a concerted mechanism to a stepwise process, where in each step several H are transferred in a concerted way.
The case of DPP indicates that for cyclic pyrazoles this switch occurs between the number n ) 3 and 4 of protons transferred, as illustrated schematically in Figure 17e . In contrast to the trimer, in the DPP tetramer it is no longer possible to compress all four hydrogen bonds at the same time.
Independently of this observed switch, it seems that the contribution of a single mobile proton site to the total kinetic isotope effect depends on the number of protons transferred, i.e., for n ) 2, k H /k D ) 5, for n ) 3, k H /k D ) 3.6, and for n ) 4, k H /k D ) 3. This dependence can be very well described by the equation k H /k D ) (0.96 ( 0.11) + (8.1 ( 0.3) 1/n; for a hexamer this predicts a value of k H /k D ) 2.3.
Conclusions
The multiple kinetic hydrogen/deuterium isotope effects of a double proton-transfer reaction have been measured in the case of 3,5-diphenyl-4-bromopyrazole (DPBrP), and the multiple kinetic isotope effects of the quadruple proton-transfer reaction in the case of 3,5-diphenylpyrazole (DPP) using variable temperature solid-state NMR methods. For DPBrP, the results could be modeled with a single-barrier process involving a strong hydrogen bond compression in the transition state, and a concerted double proton tunneling process at low temperatures. In the case of DPP, the kinetic data were assigned to a stepwise quadruple proton-transfer mechanism where two protons are in flight in the rate-limiting step.
The isotope effects were described theoretically using the Bell-Limbach tunneling model. In the future, it would be desirable to apply multidimensional tunneling models in connection with ab initio calculations to this kind of reaction. In other words, the data obtained here could serve to test improved theoretical models of proton transfer.
